Jonathan Jeter lives in the Omaha NE area (suburb called Council Bluffs, IA). Jon now wants to
start a DWJD group. Jon gave his testimony Tue 10/2/2012 at our House Church meeting:
Jon had seen Bob Larson 10 years ago at a prior meeting, so Jon has been wanting to get to a
meeting with Bob Larson and has been seeking his deliverance for 10 years. When he saw that
Bob would be in KC, Jon testified that he prayed for God’s angels to help him get to KC safely
(which worked). But after arriving at the meeting, Jon noticed something unusual that Jon had an
intense dislike for Bob and felt himself “glaring” at Bob. Jon noticed that when Bob held up the
silver cross, that Jon could not take his eye off of the cross and intense feelings of hate for the
cross only increased (which Jon explained was not normal for him).
After Bob had walked among the people attending the Friday night meeting 9/28/2012, Bob knew
by the Holy Spirit that Jon was the one God had appointed for deliverance that night. So, Jon
while standing up for deliverance noticed several things:
1. Jon wanted to move around but could not. When Bob put the silver cross on Jon’s head, Jon
wanted to move away, dunk or something, but Jon said he just could not move.
2. Jon said when Bob pointed the cross at his stomach (like a sword), that Jon could feel the pain
of that sword
3. Jon said when Bob asked Jon questions such as how many generations ago that the curse
started, at first Jon thought he had no clue, but all of a sudden the words came out of his mouth
“6 generations”. So, Jon was surprised that his mouth was talking and providing answers that Jon
himself did not know.
4. Jon said that he noticed a slight difference in the sound of his own voice when the demon was
talking through Jon’s vocal cords
5. Jon said that he remembers when Bob was talking and asking questions of Jon, but that Jon
blanked out once in a while and cannot remember all the things that the demon was saying
6. Jon said when it came time to cast the demon into the pit, Jon says when he said the word pit,
that Jon did not just blank out, but that Jon blacked out, and when Jon opened his eyes he was
lying on the floor, so Jon got up.
7. Jon said when Bob prayed for Jon to be filled with the Holy Spirit, this wonderful warm feeling
flowed up from his belly area and he felt so wonderful and at peace.
At our House Church meeting Jon explained:
1. Jon is no longer driven to internet pornography and in fact the mere thought is now disgusting
to him
2. Jon said the biggest change from before deliverance to after deliverance is that Jon has
noticed that prior to deliverance there were memories that Jon could not stop, memories that
would just keep repeating over and over like replaying a movie, but now Jon says his memory is
blocked from going back to those memories. Jon believes that the Holy Spirit has somehow
blocked Jon from going back to those memories.
In summary, Jon now wants to start a DWJD group. So, I invited Jon to come to our DWJD group
meetings on Tuesday evenings, to bring his friends, and we will get them trained and proficient
and ready to eventually meet as a separate DWJD group (and we will have James Vivian help
with that effort as well). I plan to record Jon’s testimony using a lap top computer when I can get
together with him as an encouragement to others. So, please remember to send me a copy or up
load to You Tube the Friday night actual deliverance of Jonathan

